However, while these functions have been verified in the laboratory, further consideration is needed in order to apply them to real systems in the field.
Introduction
Since TFT-LCD has become a widely used technology, many manufacturers have shown significant interest in improving product quality. In addition to efforts to manufacture flawless panels, manufacturers have also concentrated on completely locating all muras in the panels already manufactured with the help of human inspectors. Recently, some algorithms which automatically detect muras have been introduced and applied [13] , [16] . However, these steps have not eliminated the need for human inspectors because this inspection technology lacks the objective criterion to correctly identify real defects to the degree possible by human inspectors.
Some trials to quantify the defect levels based on human perception have taken place [11] , [12] , [18] . Researchers conducted experiments measuring the degree to which humans can recognize given muras. These muras were ideally modeled defects synthesized with several features such as contrast, size, and edge sharpness. The mean visibility of the muras was then estimated. Next, the determinant line or surface to separate the real defects from the others in the feature space was identified, and index functions considering this information were generated. This paper is the ongoing work of quantifying line muras [18] and so will focus only on line muras. Even though the verification of the index function is thoroughly performed, the application of this function in practice faces a problem: automatic defect detection systems generally inspect the image obtained by taking a picture of an object, and during this process distortion can be introduced to the observed image. Distortion can transform the shape of defect as shown in Fig. 1 and yield an incorrect identification of the defect. Therefore, the removal of the distortion in the obtained image is necessary in order for the index function to be applicable in the field.
In this paper, we first summarize the process of quantifying TFT-LCD defect levels in Sect. 2. In Sects. 3 and 4, we describe the process of image restoration for TFT-LCD panel images, including several traditional methods appropriate for removing distortion which generally occurs in vision systems and a new method for correcting background degradation in panel images. Next, we show experimental results for the verification of image restoration in Sect. 5. Finally, the conclusions from this research are described in Sect. 6. 
Quantification Process
In preceding work [18] , we attempted to create an index function for line muras which began with choosing several features by which humans recognize muras: contrast, width and edge sharpness. As shown in Fig. 2 (a) , contrast is given by the difference of intensity values between the background and the center of a mura, width is given by the size of the mura by pixel, and edge sharpness is given by the angle between the extended line of the background and the oblique side in the edge of the mura. A mura was interpreted as a point, defined as feature point, in the feature space which is the Cartesian product of the selected features as shown in Fig. 2 (b) .
Then, we conducted an experiment where we obtained a mean visibility on feature points. In the experiment, we generated several pseudo muras, ideally modeled defects, corresponding to the feature points distributed in the feature space and requested human inspectors in the field to decide whether each mura was visible or not when it was displayed on a given TFT-LCD panel. The mean visibility was computed by averaging results of all inspectors and then assigned to the corresponding feature point.
Next, we defined just noticeable difference (JND) surface as a surface lying in the feature spaces that approximated feature points with a mean visibility of 0.5. The defect surface was defined as a surface that approximated fea- ture points with a mean visibility of 1.0 and close to the JND surface. The points above the JND surface have a greater possibility of being recognized than ones below the JND surface. The points above the defect surface were regarded as real defects which can be easily identified. Figure 2 (c) shows the distribution of muras used in the experiment and both surfaces. By equalizing the distance between two surfaces we defined the index function as
where x is a feature point, x JND is the point on the JND surface and closest to the feature point and d is the distance between two surfaces. If index(x) is larger than 1, we can classify x as a real defect.
Image Restoration
While a TFT-LCD panel is captured, the intensity in the observed image can differ from the scene radiance in the panel due to various degradation factors. The transformation from scene radiance to image intensity can be assumed as a composite of two functions, s and t, as shown in Fig. 3 [15] . The function, s, which models the transformation of scene radiance, L, to image irradiance, E, can vary geometrically over the image and is generally linear with respect to scene radiance [4] . The function, t, is generally a non-linear function which quantifies image irradiance, E, to image intensity, B, but it is uniform across the spatial dimensions of the image. The purpose of image restoration is to restore image intensity to scene radiance. The nonlinear transformation, t, is called a camera response function (CRF). This CRF is purposely embedded in cameras by manufacturers for enhancing image quality, but can be revised by applying its inverse function. The inverse function can be found through several methods: using multiple images of a scene taken at different exposures [3] , [5] , [7] , [9] , using multiple images with different illumination [14] , or using a database contained real-world camera response function (DoRF) [15] . In most algorithms, camera response function was modeled as a gamma curve or low degree polynomial, but naturally they yielded similar forms for the same camera. In this paper, we selected the algorithm of Mitsunaga and Nayar [7] because it can easily be applied to our system. The function, s, can be affected by various factors such as random noise, blurring and background degradation. In a digital camera, noise can appear as forms of fixed pattern noise, shot noise, and read noise [2] , and can be reduced by applying proper filters such as mean, median, and smoothing filters [10] . Blurring generally occurs due to intentional camera defocusing to obtain a smooth image. Therefore, the best way to reduce the blurring effect is to capture a scene in focus. However, if we cannot avoid defocusing, we can restore sharpness through some deblurring methods such as blind deconvolution, inverse filtering and Wiener filtering [10] . When we assume that the geometric distortion is negligible, the relation between the ideal image, f (x, y), reflecting scene radiance and the observed image, g(x, y), can be modeled as g(x, y) = ( f * h)(x, y) + n(x, y), where h(x, y) is the point-spread function (PSF) and n(x, y) is additive random noise [6] . In general, if more information such as PSF and signal-to-noise (SNR) is given, we can obtain a better deblurred image. Therefore, in this paper we adopted Wiener filtering using PSF and SNR.
Background degradation is a photometric distortion arising from a zoom lens system. It consists of two factors known as the cos 4 θ effect and the vignetting effect [4] . Both factors yield generally uniform brightness distribution which is gradually reduced as to the distance from the image center. The cos 4 θ effect is theoretically described by the
2 cos 4 θ where d is the distance between the lens and the image plane, l is the focal length of the lens and θ is the angle of incident light to the optical axis [1] . In practice, actual lens systems are designed to compensate for this brightness reduction, so the cos 4 θ effect can be ignored and only vignetting effect represents background degradation.
Vignetting effects can be corrected through two categories of anti-vignetting algorithms: the Look Up Table  ( LUT) method [17] and the functional approximation of the distribution of correction factors [4] . In this paper, we selected the LUT method because it is known as a very efficient and reliable method when it has accurate correction factors which can be generated from a reference image appropriately reflecting background degradation. However, there is a need for further consideration on generating a reference image for TFT-LCD panel images. This will be described in more detail in the next section. Figure 4 shows the image restoration process consisting of analysis and restoration. In the analysis process, each degradation factor such as CRF, noise, blurring, and background degradation is analyzed with training panel images and saved as analysis data. In the restoration process, a given panel image under test is subsequently restored using this analysis data, and as a result, a restored image is produced. 
Correcting Background Degradation of TFT-LCD Panel Images

Problem
To accurately correct the background degradation the restoration algorithms need a reference image reflecting background degradation only. This can generally be obtained by taking a picture of a reference object with low specular reflection under a uniform white illumination source with a known input intensity level [8] . However, such a method cannot be applied to our system because it is only designed to take pictures of panels using their own backlights. In other words, we cannot capture other objects because of the absence of illumination. A possible alternative, selecting one of the panel images as a reference image, is also not feasible. A reference image should represent the common and constant brightness distribution every panel image share. However, each panel shows unique and variable brightness distribution. This variation is caused by background non-uniformity defined as the uneven radiance over the panel due to the light variance of the back-light [13] . Additionally, each panel can display differing average brightness even though they light on the same gray-level. Figure 5 shows the examples of the panel images with different background non-uniformity and average brightness.
In this paper, we present a new method that generates a reference image from the TFT-LCD panel images themselves. As can be seen in Fig. 6 , background degradation in TFT-LCD panel images consists of background nonuniformity and vignetting effect. While the former can vary depending on panels, the latter resulting from camera does not. Therefore, if we can generate an image representing the brightness all panel images have in common, we can regard this as a reference image. 
Obtaining Reference Image
To extract the common brightness distribution of all panels, we use principal component analysis (PCA) which can extract a dominant component from various data. The algorithm used was the following.
When N panel images of size W × H pixels with different gray-levels from several panels are observed by the same camera, a kth image, I k , which consist of pixels located at (i, j) with the intensity value b i, j is defined as
for i = 1, . . . , H, j = 1, . . . , W, k = 1, . . . , N. For a ith row, the pixels horizontally lying in the image are converted to corresponding vectors, u k i , as
The data set consists of the vectors from the ith row of each image:
For the given data set, the mean vector,ū i , is calculated, and then each vector is converted to a zero-sum vector, u k i , by subtracting the mean vector as follows:
When a matrix, D, with these vectors is given by
then, the eigen values λ and eigen vectors ν can be obtained by applying PCA to the covariance matrix of the matrix D.
We can obtain the most dominant component by choosing the eigen vector ν max corresponding to λ max , the maximum eigen value, aŝ
where ν + max is the pseudo inverse matrix of ν max . The vector, u k i , refers to the approximation of ith row and also the ith row of the reference image corresponding to the kth image. Therefore, the kth reference image, R k , can be constructed by filling all rows with the vectors of the kth image as follows:
As a result, we can obtain a total of N reference images corresponding to the panel images. However, because all reference images are of the same form but different scale depending on their average brightness, we can keep only one reference image by normalizing one of reference images:
where R k max is the maximum intensity value in the selected reference image. Figure 7 shows the brief process of generating a reference image. Consequently, we saved the reference image R and the mean image, U, which is another intermediate image consisting of mean vectors,ū i for i = 1, . . . , H, as analysis data which will later be used in the restoration process.
Correcting Background Degradation
In the restoration process, to correct the background degradation of a given panel image, the normalized reference image needs to be rescaled to the brightness of the image. When the scaled reference image is denoted by R T , it can be defined as
where c is the scale factor. The ideal case is that R T and the given panel image, I T , are completely the same, but due to the background non-uniformity it is almost impossible that two images are identical. Therefore, we regarded the value which minimized the error between both images as the scale factor. When the relationship between R T (= cR) and I T is described as
the simplest way to calculate the scale factor is to apply matrix operations through pseudo inverse transformation which yields the same result with least-squares (LS) regression. The scale factor can be computed by
where R + is the pseudo inverse matrix of R. Then, the rescaled reference image is calculated by
In fact, because the reference image is generated from the zero-sum data, the given panel image should be first converted to zero-sum data by subtracting the mean image, U, before calculating the scale factor. Following this calculation, the mean image is added back again. Consequently, the calculation for obtaining a rescaled reference image is as follows: Figure 8 shows the rescaled reference images corresponding to the panel images introduced in Fig. 5 . When the reference image for the given panel image is ready, we can simply correct the background degradation by using the LUT method [17] . LUT, denoted by I LUT , is an image containing correction factors which can be calculated from the reference image as
where R Tmax is the maximum value of R T , R T (i, j) is an intensity value at (i, j) pixel position in the reference image, and I LUT (i, j) is a correction factor to be stored at (i, j) position in I LUT . Then, the panel image can be corrected by multiplying the pixel values of the image with corresponding correction factors stored in the LUT:
where I T is the corrected image.
Experiment
With the help of industry we constructed a simulated machine vision system with the same equipment as used in the field. We used a MegaPlusII ES11000 CCD camera with a full resolution of 4008 × 2672 pixels and a maximum 12 bit-depth and Samsung 17 inch TFT-LCD panels with 1280 × 1024 pixel resolution. Though the pixel resolution of the camera is broader than that of the panel, due to zooming we could not capture a whole TFT-LCD panel with one camera. Therefore, we used sub-images with a 1024 × 768 pixel resolution clipped from the observed images. We also scaled the bit-depth to 8 bits to allow for faster processing.
Generating Reference Image
We used a total of 75 images as training data to generate a reference image. Each image was obtained by capturing a TFT-LCD panel displaying a gray-level image with one of five gray-levels (64, 96, 128, 160, and 192). Three panels were used, and the capturing process was repeated five times. The images shown in Fig. 7 are the samples of actual training data and the normalized reference image generated by the presented method.
Verifying Image Restoration
For verifying the image restoration results, we captured a total of 175 test images including a pseudo line mura. Pseudo line muras were created to be vertically linear shape with certain contrast, width, and edge sharpness in a given 128 gray-level image. The feature values in these muras were selected from corresponding feature points properly distributed in the feature space and points near the defect surface to ascertain whether the results of identifying muras had changed. Figure 9 shows an example of the image restoration result. In this paper, a mura in the distorted image is called distorted mura and one in the restored image is called restored mura. As can be seen, the distorted mura was transformed to a shape different from the pseudo mura, but the restored mura resembles the pseudo mura after image restoration. We calculated the feature values of all the muras and checked for errors between pseudo muras and other corresponding muras. Figure 10 shows the section of results containing feature values and the average relative errors of each feature for distorted muras and restored muras. As can be seen, all the average relative errors for the restored mura are less than those for the distorted mura. Regarding the feature of contrast, which can be a major feature in identifying muras, the relative error of 0.11 indicates very little difference between the pseudo muras and restored muras. If a mura has a low contrast of around 1 or 2, the absolute error can lie between 0.1 and 0.2.
Additionally, we applied all the muras to the index function and compared the mura identification results as shown in Fig. 11 . We marked "bad" when a mura was identified as real defect, "good" otherwise. We divided the result into 4 groups according to the correspondence of mura identification. Group A and D consisted of muras for which the result did not change, while the other groups have at least one differing result. With respect to image restoration, the result for group C had been "different" due to distortion, but was returned to "same" after restoration. In other words, 26 muras, about 14.8% of the given test muras, were corrected to yield right results. However, undesirable result changing from "same" to "different" also occurred in group B. There are 4 cases of the failure of image restoration as shown in Fig. 12 . This failure occurred in the instance of broad muras. If a mura is broad, the distortion due to background non-uniformity can be superimposed on the inner area of the mura and cause the mura to be severely distorted to the degree that the contrast of each mura cannot reach to those of pseudo muras after restoration.
Conclusion
In this paper, we described overall restoration methods applicable to TFT-LCD panel images and suggested a new method to estimate a reference image for correcting background degradation. With the support of industry, we constructed a system using the same hardware as used in the field and obtained 175 test TFT-LCD panel images from the system. Experimental results showed that our restoration method was able to properly restore the distorted images in the given test set. The feature values of distorted muras were restored to nearly those of their corresponding pseudo muras. In addition, the identification results differing from the pseudo muras due to distortion were corrected to match, except in some cases of severely distorted muras. We focused on only the pseudo line mura in this experiment, but our method can be applied to the other types of mura such as spot mura and area mura regardless of the shape of mura. In addition, it is also expected that our method can properly work for typical defects in the manufacturing process because the experiment was conducted using the same system currently in place in the field.
